Installation Instructions for Flooring on the Wall:
HARO Tritty 100 Laminate Floor (8mm)








1. Measure the distances and the height of the
fastening rails and draw these on the wall in
accordance with the required wall panelling area.
(Rail distances with HARO Tritty 100 Laminate
approx. 50 cm.)
Tip: Start to measure from the centre of the required
area and work outwards (see Item 3).

2. Make sure the rails are perpendicular and draw in
the drilled holes (include a drilled hole approx. every
60-70 cm).
Use a standard hacksaw to cut the fastening rail to
the desired length.

3. Attach the fastening rails to the wall at a
distance of 50 cm (see Item 1) using appropriate
wall plugs and screws. Slight wall irregularities can
be levelled out using spacers or wooden wedges.

5. Use the initial and end clips to install the boards of
the first row. In preparation mark the respective
centre of the rail on the rear of the board.

4. Laminate boards are installed from left to right.
The tongue side points towards the floor.
Align the boards of the first row and remove the
longitudinal tongues of the entire first row of boards.
If your floor is uneven, transfer the floor geometry to
the first row and make an adaptation cut.

6. Use the enclosed screws to attach the initial and
end clips (at external span of approx. 2 cm). Tighten
the screws but not excessively.

7. When the initial clips are attached, the boards are
simply clicked into the fastening rails.

8. Install the first row from left to right and lock the
individual boards to the edge joints.

9. Attach the fastening clip from above.

10. Push the fastening clip down into the connection.

11. Secured fastening clip
Use the laminate floor fastening clips for the
remaining installation in order to secure the boards
on the groove side. The clip is simply screwed into
the fastening rail and pushed down into the groove.

12. Attach the fastening clips to each fastening rail.

13. Start the second row with the leftover piece from
the first row. The remaining installation is performed
board by board from left to right.
Angle in the first board of the second row with the
tongue in the groove side of the previous row of
boards and press the board slowly onto the fastening
rail. Then use the fastening clips again to secure the
boards on the groove side. The next board is first
screwed in on the long side and then connected on
the short side to the previous board. You can now
install the boards row by row upwards using the
same procedure.

15.a. Transfer marking 1.

14. Top row of boards – mark for fastening the end
clip
Mark the position of the fastening rails using
adhesive tape to attach the initial and end clips at the
correct position in the last row. Then transfer the
position to the rear side of the respective board. Now
secure the initial and end clips as for the first row.
Please note! The groove must be sawn off in the case
of the boards in the first row.

15.a. Transfer marking 2

16. Attach the end clips.

17. Click in the last row of boards.

18. Attach the aluminium cover mounding

19. End picture

